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Calculation of Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields and
Their Effects in MRI of Human Subjects
Christopher M. Collins1* and Zhangwei Wang2
Radiofrequency magnetic fields are critical to nuclear excitation and signal reception in magnetic resonance imaging. The
interactions between these fields and human tissues in anatomical geometries results in a variety of effects regarding
image integrity and safety of the human subject. In recent
decades, numerical methods of calculation have been used
increasingly to understand the effects of these interactions
and aid in engineering better, faster, and safer equipment and
methods. As magnetic resonance imaging techniques and
technology have evolved through the years, so to have the
requirements for meaningful interpretation of calculation
results. Here, we review the basic physics of radiofrequency
electromagnetics in magnetic resonance imaging and discuss
a variety of ways radiofrequency field calculations are used in
magnetic resonance imaging in engineering and safety assurance from simple systems and sequences through advanced
methods of development for the future. Magn Reson Med
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65:1470–1482, 2011. V
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Only 10 years ago, the task of reviewing the literature on
radiofrequency (RF) field calculations performed with an
attempt to consider the human subject in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) would be a seemingly manageable
task, and could even be comprehensive without being
prohibitively long. The combination of increasing reliance on numerical calculations and increasing complexity of RF techniques and technology in MRI makes this
much more challenging today. In this work, the fundamental roles of the RF fields in MRI are discussed before
a basic example calculation of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and specific energy absorption rate (SAR) for a particular
imaging sequence in a sphere of biological tissue is
presented using analytical methods. Following a brief
transition, an attempt to review the literature on current
applications with emphasis on breadth more than depth
is given. It is hoped that the end result will provide
enough basic understanding to the reader that with further study of the references provided he or she may be
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comfortable pursuing calculations for new purposes,
continuing to advance the frontiers of MRI.
RF MAGNETIC FIELDS FOR MRI: NUCLEAR
EXCITATION AND SIGNAL RECEPTION
In MRI, a variety of magnetic fields is applied to the
human body to manipulate the magnetic moments of
nuclei in the tissue so that they produce a detectable RF
signal. An equation often used to describe the behavior
of the net nuclear magnetization vector (M) in the presence of a general applied magnetic field (B) at a single
location is the Bloch equation, sometimes written as


My
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ak
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½1

where g is the gyromagnetic ratio, T1 and T2 are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates, respectively, M0 is the
magnitude of the net nuclear magnetization at rest, proportional to the strength of a given z-oriented static magnetic
field (B0), and ai, aj, and ak are unit vectors in the x, y, and z
directions. The first term on the right-hand-side (including
the cross product) indicates that when no other fields are
applied (B ¼ B0az) any transverse (x- and/or y-oriented) components of M will precess about the z-axis (the direction of
B0) at a rate proportional to g. This precession of the nuclei
from a classical point of view is very much analogous to the
precessional motion of a spinning gyroscope ‘‘on its side’’ in
a gravitational field, and, thus, the transverse component of
the net nuclear magnetization vector can be seen to rotate in
a plane perpendicular to B0, and will have the potential to
induce a detectable RF current in nearby conductors. Figure
1 illustrates the net magnetization vector from an ensemble
of precessing nuclei, the transverse component of which
(MT) will induce a current in the coil and detectable signal
voltage (VS) at the coil terminals. The effect of the remaining
terms in the right-hand side indicate that the signal-inducing
transverse components of the magnetization vector will
decay to zero, whereas the longitudinal component Mz will
approach M0. When the sample has been in the presence of
B0 alone for an appreciable length of time, typically more
than a few seconds, no RF signal is available. It is then necessary to excite the nucluei.
From a classical perspective, nuclear excitation can also
be understood by considering the precession-related portion
of Eq. 1 in a frame of reference that rotates at the same speed
as nuclear precession about B0. Here, a circularly polarized
component (Bþ
1 ) of an applied RF magnetic field B1 that
rotates at the rate of nuclear precession will appear as a
static magnetic field, and the nuclear magnetization vector
will precess about Bþ
1.
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FIG. 1. The transverse component (MT) of the net nuclear magnetization (M) precessing in a z-oriented static magnetic field can
induce a detectable voltage (VS) in a nearby conductive coil.

In this work, Bþ
1 is a complex quantity. It is important to
note that in MRI, complex numbers are often used either to
describe magnitude and phase of a quantity varying sinusoidally with time (as using phasor notation common in
many fields of study) or to describe magnitude and orientation in a rotating frame for a circularly polarized component of a time-varying vector quantity. The two are related,
e.g., the phase of the voltage transmitted to an RF coil
determines the orientation of the resulting Bþ
1 in the rotating frame, but there are also important differences and it is
very important to maintain clarity on the meaning of complex numbers in each instance. For example, it should be
clear that for a continuous wave excitation, both the magnitude of Bþ
1 and its orientation in the rotating frame are constant through time (assuming, of course, that the rotating
frame used is rotating with nuclear precession at a frequency equal to the applied RF field). A thorough discussion of the relationship in MRI between these two different
meanings for complex numbers is given by Hoult (1). In
this work, complex numbers indicate magnitude and orien
cc
cw
tation in the rotating frame for Bþ
1 , B1 , B1 , B1 , and MT. In
several other quantities (Mx, My, Bx, By, Ex, Ey, Ez, Ef), complex numbers are used to indicate magnitude and phase
using phasor notation.
Figure 2 shows a circularly polarized component of an
RF field Bþ
1 inducing precession in the rotating frame. In
reality, the frequency of nuclear precession may be
slightly different from that of the applied RF field due to
local inhomogeneities in the B0 field, applied gradient
fields, or frequency-specific elements in the RF pulse
design. An expression for B in the rotating frame that
accounts for all these elements might take the form


 þ

Bðr; tÞ ¼ Re Bþ
1 ðr; tÞ ai þ Im B1 ðr; tÞ aj


Dvðr; tÞ
ak þ Gðr; tÞak
þ
g

½2

where r indicates position, the Dv is used to account for
B0 inhomogeneity, chemical shift, and/or design-related

offset between the applied RF frequency and the frequency of nuclear precession, and G is the local field
resulting from application of the gradients.
Most commonly, MRI requires 1) a static magnetic
field, B0, by convention oriented either parallel or antiparallel to the z direction, 2) application of ‘‘transmit’’ RF
magnetic fields, B1t, to excite the nuclei and create a sizeable transverse component to M, 3) switched magnetic
field gradients in three orthogonal directions, Gx, Gy, and
Gz, to achieve spatially selective excitation and encode
spatial information into the frequency and phase of the
received signal, and 4) passive conductors or ‘‘receive
coils’’ near the sample to detect the signal. By reciprocity,
the strength of the signal induced in a given receive coil
will be proportional to a circularly polarized component
of the magnetic field that rotates in the direction opposite
nuclear precession, B
1r , produced by the receive coil
when driven at the frequency of interest. The necessity of
considering the counter-rotating component during reception has been demonstrated and discussed in a variety of
ways (1–3). An easy way to illustrate the need is by considering a case where a coil used in excitation and reception is located along the z-axis at some location from a
small sample, also located along the z-axis. Figure 3 illustrates this case. Using the right-hand rule with the thumb
indicating the direction of travel, a circularly-polarized
field traveling from the coil to the sample will have the
opposite sense of rotation than a circularly polarized field
traveling from the sample to the coil if the direction of
rotation matches that of nuclear precession in the sample—as it clearly should in each case.
For purposes of simulation, the demodulated instantaneous signal induced in a single receive coil can be
expressed (1)
Z
S ¼ 2v MT B
½3
1 dV

FIG. 2. A circularly polarized component of an RF magnetic field with
frequency and direction of rotation matching those of nuclear precession (Bþ
1 ) will induce a second precession of the net nuclear magnetization vector in a rotating frame of reference also with frequency and
direction of rotation matching those of nuclear precession.
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field rotates in the same direction as nuclear precession
(giving Bþ
1 for the transmit coil) is determined by the orientation of B0 (with or against the z-axis); the remaining component, rotating opposite nuclear precession,
gives B
1 for the receive coil or coils. By convention,
nuclear precession is left handed with respect to B0
(or clockwise with B0 in the positive z-direction) (5).
Importantly, when calculating B
1 for a quadrature coil
in reception, it is necessary to drive the coil with all
sources having opposite phases to those used in transmission. This can be thought of as driving the coil
through the receive channel of the quadrature splitter/
combiner.
RF ELECTRIC FIELDS IN MRI: TISSUE HEATING (SAR)
AND SAMPLE NOISE

FIG. 3. Illustration of the need to consider oppositely rotating RF
field components in transmission and reception. Considering a hypothetical arrangement where circularly polarized traveling waves
are used to interact with the nuclei, even though the direction of nuclear precession is constant, due to the different direction of travel
of the fields in transmission and reception, the pertinent field has
an opposite sense of rotation with respect to the direction of travel.
In the hypothetical case that helical antennas designed to produce
circularly polarized fields are used, antennas with different ‘‘handedness’’ will be required in transmission and reception. Similarly,
consideration of oppositely rotating components of a coil capable
of producing both components will be required in calculating transmit and receive distributions for that coil. (Note that design considerations for a helical antenna to operate predominantly in end-fire
mode and to produce a circularly polarized wave are specific and
require—among other things—that the circumference of the
antenna be close to one wavelength. Also, the effects of the magnet bore and human subject on actual wave polarization would
require further study, and thus, this reference to the hypothetical
helical antenna is only for illustrative purposes at this time.)

where S has units of volts and is complex, with its complex
nature being related to magnitude and phase using phasor
notation, and v is the frequency of nuclear precession. In
an experiment, the phase of the signal will depend on a
number of additional parameters including coil electrical
properties and where along the receive chain the signal is
measured. For S to correspond to experimental values, B
1
should be calculated with unit current in the coil (4).
Between Eqs. 2 and 3, it is clear that circularly polarized components of RF magnetic fields are necessary for
MRI in both excitation and reception of signal. In general, the circularly polarized components of an RF magnetic field can be calculated as
Bcc
1 ¼ ðBx þ iBy Þ=2

½4a



Bcw
1 ¼ ðBx þ iBy Þ=2

½4b

Whether the clockwise-rotating component (Bcw
1 ) or
counter-clockwise rotating component (Bcc
1 ) of the B1

Typically, B0 fields with strengths on the order of Tesla
(T) are used to image signal from the hydrogen (1H) nucleus, which has a g of 42.58 MHz/T. Today, B0 field
strengths of up to 7 T are used in whole-body human
MRI and up to 9.4 T are used in head-only MRI, requiring RF fields and resulting in RF signals at up to 300
MHz in whole-body MRI and up to 400 MHz in headonly MRI, and the trend toward higher field strengths
continues with an 11.7 T (500 MHz) whole-body human
system under development for Saclay, France in 2012.
Although they have no positive effects in MRI, as we
know from the Maxwell equations, electric fields are naturally induced by a time-varying magnetic field (as seen
in Faraday’s Law, given as Eq. 8 later in this work), and
also can arise from the distribution of electrical potential
on nearby wires (as seen in Gauss’s Law, !E ¼ r/e0,
where E is electric field, r is charge density, and e0 is
electric permittivity of free space). In MRI, the electric
fields from these two sources are sometimes called ‘‘magnetically induced’’ and ‘‘conservative’’ (6) or alternately
‘‘inductive’’ and ‘‘capacitive’’ (4). For regions of interest,
coil sizes, and frequencies most often used in human
MRI today the magnetically induced fields are generally
expected to be dominant with the conservative portion
being negligible, but in some situations, the effect of the
conservative fields can be greater than those of the magnetically induced. However, the conservative electric
fields should be kept in mind especially for cases with
small coils and/or low frequencies compared to those
common in MRI today, or if capacitive gaps are
extremely close to the sample. For the remainder of this
work they are assumed to be negligible.
Electrical fields produced in the conductive tissues
during transmission of B1 fields during nuclear excitation will drive electrical currents in the tissue and result
in tissue heating. This heating can be significant and is
regulated to avoid adverse effects (7). The quantity most
directly monitored in MRI today is the whole-body
specific energy absorption rate (SAR, W/kg), or the
amount of energy absorbed over the whole body over
any 6 min period of time divided by the mass of the
body. This is estimated a variety of ways in practice, but
in principle is equal to the time-average power absorbed
by the whole body divided by the mass of the body, and
thus has units of W/kg. There are additional regulations
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on the SAR over the head, any portion of the body, and
any 10 g region of the body (7). All these quantities are
also estimated in a variety of ways in practice, and numerical field calculations are used increasingly in their
estimation, as will be discussed later in this work. With
knowledge (or estimates) of the electrical fields throughout the tissue, SAR over a volume of interest can be calculated as


 
Z s jEx j2 þEy 2 þjEz j2
SAR ¼
dV
2r

½5

where s is material conductivity, r is material mass density, and Ex, Ey, and Ez are the amplitudes of orthogonal
components of the electric field.
Tissue conductivity arises from (among other things)
translation of ions and rotation of dipoles under the
influence of an applied electric field (8). Although no RF
electric fields are applied during signal reception in
MRI, by the principle of reciprocity the magnitude of the
RF electrical field associated with the receive coil at a
given location is proportional to the sensitivity of the
coil to (among other things) random translation of ions
and rotation of dipoles in the tissue. Thus, it is by a
reciprocal argument that we can calculate the noise
induced in the coil as being proportional to both the
electric field strength of the receive coil and the square
root of the sample conductivity, and thus proportional to
the square root of power dissipated in the tissue when
the receive coil is driven. Random thermal noise is
induced by the conductive portions of the entire sample
volume at all times, and its root mean square amplitude
can be calculated as
N¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4kTPdiss BW

½6

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature, Pdiss is power dissipated in the sample when the
receive coil is driven with 1 A, and BW is the bandwidth
of the digital filters used to filter out noise not within
the bandwidth of the signal. Although it is necessary to
calculate Pdiss or B
1 with 1 A in the receive coil to get
meaningful values for either S or N alone, to get meaningful calculations of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), it is
only necessary that Pdiss be calculated under the same
conditions (driving voltage or coil current, etc.) as for
the calculation of B
1 in the signal calculation. In some
cases (especially for relatively small receive coils and/or
low frequencies), noise from the coil can also be significant. In these cases, an equation much like Eq. 6 can be
used to calculate coil noise as well
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N ¼ 4kðTsample Psample þTcoil Pcoil ÞBW

½7

Occasionally, a term for radiated power is also seen in
the representation for noise. This can be convenient
when using calculations or measurements representing
power dissipated in a limited space (9), but because MRI
of humans typically occurs in a room with a closed RF
screen, it is expected that all RF power that might otherwise be ‘‘radiated’’ will be dissipated somewhere in the

FIG. 4. Geometrical considerations for illustrative calculation of
power absorbed by a sphere of conductive material in a perfectly
homogeneous linearly polarized RF magnetic field.

room, almost entirely in lossy dielectric material such as
the human body. At frequencies below about 300 MHz,
very little RF energy will even escape the magnet bore
(9,10).
SIMPLE, LOW-FREQUENCY, ANALYTICAL EXAMPLE
Much of this article is dedicated to brief descriptions of
and references to advanced methods with complex results
such that they cannot be fully contained or described
herein. Before beginning that portion of the review, however, it may be useful to consider a simple example in
some detail. This will provide a tangible illustration as
well as a reference point for more advanced cases.
Consider a hypothetical situation where a perfectly homogeneous linearly polarized RF magnetic field with an
amplitude of 4mT is induced in a head-sized (15-cm diameter) sphere with electrical properties of human brain
(s ¼ 0.4 S/m, er ¼ 116) at 42.6MHz (B0 ¼ 1T) when an
RF coil is driven with 1 A. Assume that at this frequency, one wavelength in the sample is long enough
compared to the sample diameter that we can estimate
the electric field strengths induced in the sphere using a
quasi-static approximation by applying only Faraday’s
Law
I
ZZ
E  dl ¼ iv
B  ds
½8
If the applied linearly polarized field is oriented with
the x-axis, due to symmetry we can use Eq. 8 to show
that the magnitude of the electric field E in the sphere at
any radius r from any location on the x-oriented axis
through the center of the sphere is equal to vrB/2. With
reference to Fig. 4 and using some simple trigonometric
relations, it is possible to show that the maximum value
for r within the sphere at any value for x is equal to
rmax

D
¼
2

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4x 2
1 2
D

½9
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With these equalities, it is possible to perform an integration of the dissipated power throughout the sphere

Pdiss

ZD=2 Zrmax Z2p  2
s Ef
¼
rdfdrdx
2
D=2

0

½10

0

to find
Pdiss ¼

pðD=2Þ5 sv2 B2
15

½11

Incorporating all the above, Pdiss in the sphere during
application of a linear RF field B with a strength of 4mT
is found to be 0.228 W. At this point, it is interesting to
note that the energy required to tip the nuclei in the
entire sphere by 90 at this field strength is only about
5.3 nJ, less than 1% of the energy dissipated when
applying the 4mT linear field (2mT Bþ
1 , via Eq. 4) for 3
ms to produce a 90 pulse (11,12). Thus, of all the energy
required to produce the field, less than 1% produces the
desired nutation, with the vast majority producing nothing but an undesirable heating effect. Continuing, let us
assume an experiment to image the entire sphere at an
isometric resolution of 2 mm, or 0.008 cc voxel volume
using a 128  128 in-plane matrix (resulting in an inplane field of view of 256 mm in each direction) and 128
slices with interleaved acquisition. Also, assume a minimum of 10 ms time required per repetition per slice for
pulses, encoding, and acquisition, a 50 kHz receiver
bandwidth, very long repetition time (TR at least 1280
ms if all slices are interleaved) and short echo time (TE)
so T1 and T2 effects are negligible, and a 90 pulse. With
g ¼ 42.58 MHz and Bþ
1 ¼ 2mT, a pulse of approximately
3 ms will, therefore, induce a 90 pulse, giving our
sequence a 30% duty cycle. Assuming M0 of pure water
(3.25  103 A/m times B0) (4) and B
1 ¼ 2mT (Eq. 4), we
can calculate a signal strength of 2.78  108 V for a single voxel and an root mean square noise value of 1.36 
108 V from the entire sphere. With 128 acquisitions on
each plane, we gain a factor of H128, bringing the S/N to
about 23.1. From the power absorbed during the pulse, the
duty cycle for the interleaved sequence, and the density of
the tissue (assume just 1000 kg/m3 for this example), we
can calculate the sphere-average SAR to be 0.0387 W/kg.
Note that with Eqs. 4a and 4b, we find that if Bx is 4mT

and By is 0, both Bþ
1 and B1 will have magnitudes of 2mT,
so the effects of using a linear or quadrature coil on SNR
and SAR are considered implicitly in the equations given
here as long as Pdiss and B
1 are calculated correctly.
From this simple example, it is possible to make some
extrapolations within the regime where frequency is low
enough that wavelength effects are not apparent and
high enough that coil noise is negligible. In this regime,
Eqs. 8 and 10 indicate that SAR and Pdiss should be proportional to the square of the B1 field frequency (or B0
field strength) and with Eq. 3 and the proportionality
between M0 and B0, SNR should be proportional to the
B1 field frequency (or B0 field strength). Thus, at higher
field strength, SNR would become more reasonable at
this resolution. While the SAR, for this example, is very
low compared to the existing head average limit of 3.2

W/kg (7), SAR for a fast spin echo sequence with shorter
pulse durations at higher field strength could easily
exceed this limit (13). In the event that a quadrature coil
producing a perfectly homogeneous circularly polarized
field was used in place of the linear with appropriate
quadrature splitter/combiner for effective use in transmission and reception, an increase in SNR by a factor of
H2 could be expected, and half the power would be
required, also reducing SAR by a factor of 2 (14,1). In the
case that a local surface coil was used for reception
rather than a homogeneous volume coil, B
1 /HPabs of the
receive coil would be expected to be much higher in
regions near the coil than in the homogeneous case,
resulting in much higher SNR near the coil but lower
SNR far from it, and in the case that multiple surface
coils were used with separate receive chains, SNR would
be a function of how the signal from these coils was
combined (see references in the following section about
parallel reception) but also generally higher near the
coils and lower far from them. If an inhomogeneous
transmit field were used, the signal intensity distribution
would also vary accordingly across the sample. Changing
nothing about our example but switching to a 3D acquisition and keeping all else the same would require much
more time (due to holding TR constant at a very long
value) but would also afford another factor of H128,
bringing the S/N to about 262. In addition, acquiring
multiple images and averaging them together would
increase SNR by the square root of the number of
averages.
Given the numerous tissue properties and imaging parameters that affect SNR (T1, T2, TE, TR, resolution,
number of acquisitions and averages, method of reconstruction, etc.) for engineering purposes it is often desirable to define quantities that are dependent on the field
distributions alone. This has led to the concept of
‘‘intrinsic SNR,’’ which can be expressed in a number of
ways depending on the purpose (15–17). It is also important to note that for receive coils the quantity |B
1 |/
HPdiss is very relevant to performance, as is |Bþ
|/HP
diss
1
for a transmit coil.
Need for Advanced RF Field Calculations in MRI
The previous example served to illustrate in principle
how field calculations can be used to predict and understand a wide range of factors important in conventional
full k-space MRI. For realistically simulating actual coil
geometries, anatomically accurate sample geometries,
and the wide variety of image acquisition and reconstruction methods in application and in development
today, numerical methods are often preferred. Here, we
describe some of the departures from the simple illustration that require more complete consideration.
Although it may desirable in many cases to have perfectly homogeneous circularly polarized fields in transmission and in reception, in reality, this is difficult or
impossible to achieve. One reason for this is that electrical currents induced in conductive tissue by the timevarying RF fields affect the field distribution. One result
of tissue conductivity is decreased penetration (a ‘‘skindepth’’ related effect), and another is spatial asymmetry
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FIG. 5. Conceptual illustration of why Bþ
1 and B1 can each be
asymmetric and tend toward different sides of a coil even when
the coil and sample are perfectly symmetric. Neglecting wavelength effects, currents induced in the conductive sample light
gray by fields from the current element (dark gray) produce fields
that both lag those from the coil and are oriented differently such
that at the locations of the arrows, the field is seen to rotate primarily in the clockwise direction on the right side and in the counter-clockwise direction on the left.

in circularly polarized field components, even for perfectly symmetric samples and coils. The skin depth
effect is well characterized elsewhere. The asymmetry
effect can be understood by recognizing that (in the absence of wavelength effects) the magnetically induced
‘‘eddy’’ currents in the sample lag the currents in the
coil by approximately 90 in phase (Eq. 8–Faraday’s
Law). Figure 5 shows conceptually what can happen in
this situation, where the orientation of the fields due to
the coil currents at some times and due to the eddy currents at others can result in a dominant direction of field
rotation that is opposite on opposite sides of the coil.
Another reason that the creation of homogeneous
fields is difficult or impossible is due to the dielectric
currents in tissue giving rise to wavelength effects.
Wavelength effects are more prominent at high frequencies. At 300 MHz, for example, the electromagnetic
wavelength in brain tissue is approximately 13.4 cm. As
such, fields propagating from multiple current elements
in a single coil can interfere constructively in some places and destructively in others, producing spatially inho-
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mogeneous excitation and reception distributions so that
image intensity will be a function of the RF field pattern
rather than only patient anatomy. In the case of array
coils, interference from fields from different coils is a
problem in transmission where coils are driven to produce fields simultaneously, but in reception, if the coils
are adequately decoupled, there is effectively no interference from separate coils affecting the signal reception
distributions.
Although analytical and semianalytical methods can
be used to predict various global trends to some degree
of accuracy, there are often significant departures from
results acquired with these methods and those acquired
with high-resolution anatomical models and fully numerical methods. One excellent example is with local
SAR. Although it has been mentioned that the electrical
field distribution calculated in a homogeneous phantom
is not unlike that calculated for a high-resolution model
of the human body (18), it is quite a different case for
SAR (12). SAR is weighted heavily by tissue electrical
conductivity, which varies by more than an order of
magnitude between various tissues (19). Figure 6 shows
an example of the SAR distribution on a transverse
plane through the human head. Calculations of local
SAR for a homogenous sphere and an anatomical model
of the human head show the values to be up to three
times higher in the model of the human head (13). This
can be attributed to locally constrained current patterns
due to inhomogeneous structures resulting in focal
heating (20).
Finally, given a coil with specific geometry, circuitry,
and drive location, perturbation of the field distribution
will necessarily affect the impedance of the coil as a
whole but also will affect the impedance of different portions in different ways and thus affect the very current
and electrical distributions on the coil that create the
fields to begin with. For this reason, when it is desired
to model the behavior of a specific RF coil, it can be advisable to model the coil as accurately as possible in
terms of geometry, circuitry, and drive location.
Although in some cases the effects of adding such

FIG. 6. SAR distribution on a transverse plane through the human
head at 125 MHz. Dependence of SAR on tissue conductivity is
clearly apparent, with low SAR in nonconductive tissues such as
cortical bone and fat. Effects on SAR of even smaller differences,
such as those between white and gray matter are also apparent.
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considerations are not seen to be significant (21), in
others they can be (22).
METHODS OF RF FIELD CALCULATION USED IN MRI
WITH CONSIDERATION OF THE SAMPLE
Here, we will briefly review some of the wide variety of
methods used to calculate RF electromagnetic fields in
MRI with reference to examples in the literature. It is
beyond the scope of this work to discuss implementation
of these methods in detail.
Through the years, simple analytical calculations not
unlike that shown previously in this work have yielded
great insight into expected and observed trends in MRI
signal, noise, and safety. Before beginning to discuss
fully numerical approaches, it is important to note that
computer-based implementation of analytically derived
equations for electromagnetic fields in fairly simple
shapes are often found very valuable to this day (17,23).
Compared to slabs, cylinders, infinitely long extrusions, spheres or spheroids of any number of layers, the
human body is extremely complex, and coming up with
representations of it in three-dimensional space is by
itself a challenging task. Some early methods relied on
infinitely long extrusions of fairly high-resolution crosssectional images (24) or relatively simple low-resolution
three-dimensional representations (25). More recently, a
number of models have been produced based on image
data and/or high-resolution photographic data of the interior of the human body from cadavers (21,26), followed
by manually intensive segmentation of spatial information into a finite number of tissue types. While some
models of portions living humans have been created
through the years (27–30), including even a section of
a mother and fetus (31), recently impressive efforts
including high-resolution whole-body imaging of human
subjects in vivo followed by labor-intensive manual segmentation have yielded an increasing number of high-resolution models of the entire human body (32,33).
Because of the image-based nature of the data acquired
and segmented to produce models of the human body,
these models are most often represented as a distribution
of a finite number of tissues at locations on a regular
three-dimensional grid.
The human body has extremely complex geometry of
weakly conductive material that today is most readily
represented on a high-resolution regular three-dimensional grid. This makes the finite difference time domain
method and related finite integration technique popular
methods for performing RF EM calculations considering
the human body. These methods can be arranged to step
through space and time, solving single equations for
single unknown values with reference only to neighboring locations in space and immediately previous points
in time. As such they require relatively little memory for
a given complex geometry and are excellent candidates
for parallel computation. Although representation of
good conductors (especially RF coils for MRI constructed
of thin, smoothly varying shapes with faces in arbitrary
orientation) on a Cartesian grid can lead to inaccurate
results, a variety of advances in gridding and meshing
are allowing for increasing accuracy in this area (34).
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Other methods including the method of moments and
the finite element method are very good for creating
accurate representations of good conductors of arbitrary
geometry but rely on methods such as matrix inversion,
which work best for sparsely populated spaces. Finite
element representations of the human body are used
occasionally in MRI (35,36), but due to the computational requirements, the representations tend to have far
more homogeneous representations of far fewer tissue
types than finite difference time domain methods can
accommodate on a given system. To represent both the
RF coils and human body accurately in the same simulation, some groups have devised hybrid methods combining more than one method and sharing results between
them (37).
APPLICATIONS FOR RF FIELD CALCULATIONS IN MRI
RF simulations are used for a wide variety of purposes
in MRI today. Historically, they have been used to
explain observed phenomena, predict and explore future
trends, and ensure RF safety. Increasingly, they are used
for design of RF coils, RF pulses, and image reconstruction methods.
Understanding and Explaining Observed Phenomena
Given the number of parameters that can affect MR
images and the fairly complex relationship between the
RF field distributions and the final images, use of simulations to explain observed phenomena and thus gain
insight for how to improve results plays an important
role. Some examples include demonstration of the need
to consider the field component rotating opposite nuclear precession in signal reception (1–3), and assessing
the importance of dielectric resonance and constructive/
destructive interference in image intensity patterns seen
in high field MRI (38–40).
Exploring Possibilities
A common theme in field calculations has been the prediction of future trends. Because SNR is expected to
increase with B0 field strength and B1 field frequency,
one seemingly constant trend is that toward higher field
strengths. As mentioned in our simple illustration, for a
range of frequencies where sample noise is dominant
and the RF field pattern does not vary much with the B1
frequency, SNR is expected to increase linear with B0
while SAR will increase quadratically with B0. In highfield MRI, however, the RF field pattern is very much a
function of B1 frequency and a number of departures
from this excitation can be predicted depending on sample properties, sample geometries, region of interest,
how excitations are defined, use of receive arrays, and a
variety of other factors (12,16,17,41–43).
Effects of Parallel Reception
Simultaneous signal reception through multiple coils is
the standard on most human MRI systems today. The
signal from these receive coils can be combined in a very
wide variety of ways (44–47), usually to maximize some
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combination of SNR, resolution, and imaging speed.
When a single RF coil is used in reception, noise is distributed evenly throughout the image, but when multiple
coils are used, how the signal from multiple coils is
acquired and combined has implications regarding the
distributions of signal intensity (which can often be compensated for in postprocessing) and SNR (44,46,47). If a
full k-space acquisition is made with multiple coils, it is
possible to have evenly distributed noise in the final
image by using a sum-of-magnitudes reconstruction (44).
Often today, however, multiple coils are used to accelerate the imaging process by (in essence) skipping lines in
k-space and (one way or another) using the different spatial distributions of the RF fields from the different coils
to accomplish part of the spatial encoding—a process
termed parallel imaging. Methods for using RF field calculations to predict SNR distributions have been developed for the Sensitivity Encoding (SENSE) method of
parallel imaging using information about the magnetic
fields and electric fields from each coil throughout the
sample, as well as information about the encoding of
spatial information through time (17,46,48), but this specific approach is not necessarily directly applicable to
other parallel imaging methods in general. Currently, experimental methods are more often used to assess SNR
of different parallel imaging methods (49), but increasingly sophisticated MRI simulation tools that consider
accurate RF electromagnetic field distributions in both
simulation of signal and noise (50,51) may be found useful for designing and evaluating competing methods in
the future. One important concept in all methods of parallel imaging is that of correlated noise. Random motion
of ions and dipoles in the sample will induce currents in
all of the receive coils simultaneously, with magnitude
and phase dependent on the electric field distribution
associated with each coil (46,48). For an array of N coils,
an N by N noise resistance matrix having values Rl,m (l
and m each equal 1 to N) representing correlated noise
between each coil pair can be calculated with the electric field distributions of all coils and the conductivity
distribution of the sample (44,46).
Z
Rl;m ¼ sEl  Em dV
½12
Again, how exactly these values affect SNR in parallel
imaging depends on the specific method of acquisition
and reconstruction.
Transmit Arrays
Single coils used to excite entire volumes typically have
equal and opposite currents on opposite sides of the
sample at any given time. In many samples (including
the human head), this leads to a situation where magnetic fields interfere constructively near the center of the
object and destructively roughly a quarter-wavelength
away (39,40). Use of multiple coils in transmission
allows for variation of the magnitude and phase of the
RF field through space and time on a patient-specific basis. Though it is at present largely experimental technology on a growing number of research systems, this
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technology has been used effectively to improve homogeneity of transmit field distributions (29,42,52), reduce
SAR (53), and shorten the duration of RF-tailored pulses
(54). Numerical field calculations have been used extensively in the exploration of possibilities for this technology (18,23,29,55–70). The simplest approach for using
transmit arrays is to vary the magnitude and phase in
various elements to achieve a homogeneous distribution
of the Bþ
1 field magnitude, and then use this more homogeneous distribution in standard pulses throughout the
sequence. This approach has come to be known as ‘‘RF
shimming’’ or ‘‘B1 shimming.’’ Approaches using different waveforms in the separate channels to achieve a variety of aims including acceleration of spatially selective
tailored RF pulses have become known as ‘‘parallel
transmission.’’ These methods will be discussed briefly
in the ‘‘pulse design’’ section below. Figure 7 shows
simulated images in the head at 7T to demonstrate how
the progression from a single volume coil in transmission and reception to use of a volume coil in transmission and array in reception to, finally, use of a transmit/
receive array with RF shimming can markedly improve
image homogeneity.
Safety Assurance
To ensure safety, limits are placed on the amount of
heating and/or temperature achieved in the entire body,
the portion of the body within the effective volume of
the coil, the patient head, and in any 10 g local region of
the body (7). Although it is reasonable to limit the
amount of RF energy absorbed in any local region, it is
difficult or impossible to measure this quantity throughout the body and thus numerical calculations are used
increasingly to determine the limits for safe usage of specific MRI coils. Because whole-body, head, and partial
body average SAR values can be estimated with conventional means (e.g., real-time hardware-based estimates of
RF power dissipated in the subject divided by the mass
of the subject), a valuable quantity from calculations is
the ratio of maximum local SAR to whole-body average
SAR. Several authors have published calculations of
SAR designed to compare directly to the established limits (12,13,21,27,43,66,71–78). In a few cases, calculations
of the SAR distributions have been used in calculation
of temperature increase, which is more directly related
to the risks of RF energy deposition (27,31,33,72,75–80).
Numerical calculations of local SAR levels are now
performed routinely in industry, and their results guide
the operation of modern MRI systems in practice. In one
implementation, a large array of calculations is performed for a wide variety of body models in a complete
range of possible locations within each available transmit
coil for a given system, and results are calibrated to real
time data on time-average power and/or RF magnetic
field applied and subject mass. Indeed, it has been
shown that SAR levels and distributions are very dependent on patient location in the magnet and subject
body morphology (21,78). Additional variables that are
not as readily adjusted include posture of the body (79)
(Fig. 8), and model resolution (71,80). Although an early
study indicated relatively little dependence of local SAR
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FIG. 7. Simulated MR images showing the results of different coil configurations at 300 MHz (7T). Use of a single volume coil in both

transmission and reception (left) results in relatively strong Bþ
1 and B1 fields near the center (due to constructive interference) surrounded by weaker fields (due do destructive interference) resulting in a center-bright appearance of the signal intensity distribution.
Use of a single volume coil in transmission but an array of decoupled coils in reception with sum-of-magnitude reconstruction (center)

results in relatively strong Bþ
1 near the center but relatively strong B1 near the periphery resulting in a more homogeneous signal intensity distribution. Use of a transmit array with RF shimming to lessen the pattern of constructive and destructive interference in transmission and a receive array with sum-of-magnitude reconstruction (right) produces a very homogeneous image, even at this high frequency
with only eight elements in transmission and reception. Figure was created with a freely available MR system simulator (51).

levels on model resolution (71), more recently at least
one study indicated that up to (2 mm)3, a higher model
resolution would produce a higher local (10 g) SAR level
for a given RF magnetic field strength, and also a higher
ratio of local-to-global SAR (80). A possible explanation
is seen in the ability to better resolve high SAR levels
near boundaries of dissimilar tissues with a higher resolution model, in which case it is possible that the earlier
study mentioned showed little relation between local
SAR and model resolution because the maximum local
(1 g) SAR in that case occurred in the vitreous humor of
the eye, where anatomy is relatively featureless.
Although it requires further study, a work examining the
effect of model resolution on calculated temperature
increase for a given RF magnetic field strength showed a
lower dependence than that seen for local SAR but also
a decreasing maximum local temperature change with
increasing model resolution despite the increase in local
SAR (80). If future studies agree with this finding, a possible explanation may be in a better representation of the
moderating effect of thermal conduction at the higher
resolution.
While MRI is now a standard tool in medicine, a portion of the patient population having some types of
implanted passive and active devices is excluded from
receiving what would be standard-of-care for other
patients due to safety concerns. The static, switched,
and RF fields in MRI can all interact with implanted
devices resulting in adverse effects. The use of numerical
calculation methods to examine interactions of RF fields
with implanted devices is increasing in recent years
(30,81,82). Of particular interest is the high local heating
expected at the tip of a wire in contact with or
implanted into tissue (as for a pacemaker or deep brain
stimulator) or conductive catheter (81,82). Efforts to

FIG. 8. Geometry of a human body model in various postures
(top) and corresponding SAR distribution (bottom). Color scale is
for single-cell (5 mm)3 SAR. Whole-body average SAR is also
given below the SAR plot for each case. In all cases, the fields
are driven to produce a 2mT Bþ
1 at the center of the heart and a
large, cylindrical RF shield was included in simulation (79). All values are in W/kg.
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produce MRI-compatible devices have led to increasingly
sophisticated designs in these wires resulting in relatively complex geometries (83). Although modeling such
complex geometries presents definite challenges, numerical modeling methods are sure to have a place in the
continued design of devices.
RF Coil Design
RF field calculations have been used for decades in the
design and evaluation of different general RF coil geometries without consideration of the human body. More
recently, interaction of the fields with the body has
become a major factor—especially in high field MRI.
Some current popular examples include transmit arrays
(discussed previously) and ‘‘traveling wave MRI’’ (10,84–
88). Besides consideration of general coil geometry, field
calculations are used increasingly in making subtle
changes in geometry and even optimize effects of circuitry on the field distributions in the presence of a load
(89).
Advanced Pulse Design
Brief discussion of the use of multiple transmit coils for
RF shimming was given previously. With any number of
RF coils, it is increasingly difficult to achieve homogeneous RF magnetic field distributions in the human body
at increasing B1 frequency due to limitations of what can
be imposed within the limits of the Maxwell equations
(90). Nonetheless, through the past decades researchers
have developed a variety of methods to achieve excitations in space that are distributed quite differently than
the RF fields alone. With careful control of the RF and
gradient waveforms through time, it is possible to
achieve excitations that are either more homogeneous
than the applied RF fields, or contain much higher spatial selectivity than could be achieved using only RF
fields with wavelengths on the order of several centimeters. These pulses often require longer durations and
higher SAR than more conventional pulses, but the flexibility afforded with transmit arrays can be used to
improve either of these limitations (60–62,69,70). As
seen in Eq. 2, it is clear that not only the time courses
and spatial distribution of the applied (RF and gradient)
fields but also inhomogeneity in the static magnetic field
and chemical shift of different nuclei in the tissue affect
nuclear excitation. With strategic pulse design, it is also,
thus, possible to compensate for B0 inhomogeneity (91).
Other Applications
The above attempt to categorize applications of RF field
calculations considering the human body for MRI does
not allow for inclusion of all ongoing work. For example,
although it is not a safety issue in MRI, a recently published article presented a model of the mechanism for
the known biological effect of RF hearing in MRI (92). In
addition, a number of recent works have explored the
ability to tailor the RF fields in MRI by strategic positioning of dielectric materials rather than use of specialized coils (93,94).
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MRI-BASED MEASUREMENT OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELDS
For anyone concerned with electromagnetic field distributions in matter, it is important to note that MRI can be
used as a field measurement tool. Because the MRI signal is sensitive to the fields throughout the sample or
subject, studies can be designed to isolate the effects of
any of these. Thus, MRI is a potential tool for validating
field simulations or even measuring fields and their
effects directly. Important examples are seen in MRIbased measurement of the distribution of static magnetic
fields (95) and the pertinent circularly polarized components of RF magnetic fields (40). MRI-based methods for
measuring the RF magnetic fields have received much
attention and advancement in recent years due to the
increasing utility and prevalence of, first, receive arrays
and, more recently, transmit arrays in MRI. Because
changes in temperature and even absolute temperature
can be measured with MR-based techniques, in some
cases, this can be used to evaluate the SAR distribution
(96–98). With some careful study design, acquisition,
and analysis, static or RF current densities (99,100) and
even RF electrical (101) and magnetic (102) properties of
the sample can be measured in some circumstances.
SUMMARY
Because of the complex interactions between RF fields
and the human body in MRI, field calculations are
increasingly important in design of techniques and technology for the future, as well as in safety assurance of current methods in MRI. In this work, the basic concepts and
necessities for performing RF field calculations for MRI
were explained before review of current applications in
the hope that a reader not having expertise in both might
gain confidence toward contributing to this area of study.
Other recent review articles that may be of interest
include a comprehensive review of field calculations in
the human body for a wide variety of purposes including
MRI (103) and a more comprehensive catalog of recent
publications presenting field calculations in MRI (104).
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